TAKmind's Forum on focusing on mindsets for sustainable Middle East
Event brings together leading voices from Arab world
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KUWAIT CITY, Nov 19: The TAKminds Forum, titled ‘Weaving sustainable des-tiny’, was held in the capital yesterday under the patronage of His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. The forum was hosted at the Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Cultural Centre in Kuwait City, bringing together leading voices from the Arab world and diaspora as well as contributors from across the globe, bright minds and opinion leaders to exchange ideas and promote the important dialogue.

TAKminds is a new platform of the TAKminds. The initiative was launched by the Kuwaiti couple Zaif and Natasha Al-Lail and Fadumo Dayib, who are also in various age groups. The two organizers aim to bring together people from various aspects of the Arab world and the Arab diaspora, in order to explore the various layers of their experiences and to engage in discussions on a wide range of topics.

Nature

Sajid Bashir, a former international footballer of the Syrian national team. The event called ‘TAKminds on re-conceptualizing corporate sustainability and taking it to the masses’ was organized in partnership with the Kuwaiti nonprofit organization, TAKminds, which has a mission to bring together innovators, architects, artists, entrepreneurs and leaders to exchange ideas and promote the important dialogue.
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